ABSTRACT. Symmetric block ciphers are the most widely used cryptographic primitives. In addition to providing privacy, block ciphers are used as basic components in the construction of hash functions, message authentication codes, pseudorandom number generators, as a part of various cryptographic protocols, etc. Nowadays the most popular block cipher is AES (Advanced Encryption Standard). It is used as a standard of symmetric encryption in many countries. Several years ago it was found a theoretical attack exploiting the AES key expansion algorithm that allows reducing significantly the complexity comparing to the brute force attack. This article presents an advanced method of finding the number of active substitutions that helps to estimate the security of encryption algorithms against related-key attacks. The method was applied to a prospective block cipher, which is a candidate for the Ukrainian standard.
Introduction
In [5] - [7] it is stated that related-key attacks found for AES-192 and AES-256 significantly reduce the theoretical security level of this algorithm. The natural question how to design an SPN-based block cipher resistant to related-key attacks is arisen.
In this article an improved SPN-like cipher based on a prospective algorithm Kalyna [4] , [17] is considered. The new cipher has significant improvements in comparison with AES. These include a new key expansion scheme, higher resistance level against algebraic attacks, higher performance, etc. The original encryption algorithm was proposed to the public competition of block cipher selection to be a prototype during the development of Ukrainian national standard [17] .
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To achieve a high level of security the proof against related-key attacks must be conducted. This is a challenging problem since existing methods have high complexities when they are applied to the modern ciphers. Therefore, the main goal of the article is the development of a more efficient method of finding the number of active substitutions that helps to estimate the security of encryption algorithms against related-key attacks. The article contains some necessary parts of the developed algorithm, the estimation of complexities and the application of the proposed method to the described SPN-based cipher.
Related-key attacks on modern block ciphers

Description of the related-key attack on AES
The following brief description of the relate-key attack is taken from [5] . The core of the attack is differential cryptanalysis [16] . The idea of this attack is to inject a difference into the internal state, causing a disturbance, and then to correct it with the next injections. The resulting difference pattern is spread out due to the message schedule causing more disturbances in other rounds. The goal is to have as few disturbances as possible in order to reduce the complexity of the attack [5] .
In the related-key scenario it is allowed to inject difference into the key, and not only into the plaintext as in pure differential cryptanalysis. To use the attack the information about the encryption key is unknown, but an attacker can control the difference of key pairs.
Local collisions in AES-256 are best understood on a one-round example ( Figure 1 ).
Here one active S-box is needed and five non-zero byte differences in the two subkeys. These five bytes split into two parts: one-byte disturbance and four-byte correction.
Due to the key schedule the differences spread to other rounds. Most of the AES key schedule operations are linear, so a sequence of several consecutive round key values can be viewed as a codeword of a linear code. This is a particularly case when a trail does not have active S-boxes in the key schedule.
Let figure out how to build an optimal trail for the key recovery attack. Typically, a trail is better if it has fewer active S-boxes. Disturbance differences must form a codeword that has a low weight. Simultaneously, correction differences must also form a codeword that sums into the key schedule codeword. In further trails, the correction codeword is constructed from the former one by just shifting four columns to the right and applying S-box and the MixColumns operations. Synchronization is simple since the injection is made to the first row, which is not rotated by ShiftRows. Otherwise, the task of synchronizing two codewords would have been much harder and would have led to high-weight codewords [5] .
An example of a good key schedule pattern for AES-256 is depicted in Figure 2 as a 4.5-round codeword. Figure 2 . AES-256 key schedule codeword (4.5 key-schedule rounds) [5] .
In the first four key-schedule rounds the disturbance codeword has only 9 active bytes, which is the lower bound. It is needed to avoid active S-boxes in the key schedule as long as possible. Due to a weak diffusion in the AES key schedule the difference affects only one more byte per key schedule round. The correction column should be positioned four columns to the right, and propagates backwards in the same way. The last column in the first round key is active, so all S-boxes of the first round are active as well, which causes unknown difference in the first column. This "alien" difference should be canceled by the plaintext [5] .
So such collisions can considerably reduce the complexity of key-recovery attack.
Existing methods to search related-key differential characteristics
The first automatic search for the best differential characteristic of DES was performed by M a t s u i [12] . Further, algorithms for automatic search of differential characteristic were proposed for MD4, MD5, and SHA-1 [13] - [15] .
The first automatic tool for finding related-key differential characteristics was presented by A l e x B i r y u k o v and I v i c a N i k o l i c in [11] . They described an algorithm that allows to compute differential characteristic for AES, Camellia, Khazad and other cryptographic primitives. The general idea of our searching algorithm is close to the one in [11] . Unlike the algorithm of Biryukov and Nikolic that controls each byte of a state, in the proposed algorithm the entire column is controlled for the amount of active bytes without the exact position of these bytes. It is become possible because of the structure of researched encryption algorithm. Such scheme decreases the complexity of computation and reduces influence of high branching mentioned in [11] .
A prospective SPN-based block cipher
This section describes some important parts of a prospective SPN-based cipher in details that is necessary for our method. This cipher is based on AES. The main differences compared to AES are the follows: pre-and post-whitening use modulo addition 2
64
, expanded size of MDS matrix to 8 × 8, application of several S-boxes optimized with respect to differential, linear and algebraic cryptanalysis, and considerably redesigned key expansion routine.
General parameters
The encryption algorithm can be used with different types of input data. It supports length blocks of 128, 256 or 512 bits. The length of the key can be also 128, 256 or 512 bits [4] , [17] . The internal state of the cipher can be represented Size of block, bits Supported key size, bits
128, 256
Number of rounds depends on the size of block and key that are presented in Table 2 .
In this paper the 128-bit version of the cipher is considered. Presented information in the next chapters is concerned only about this version if another is not mentioned. 
Basic transformations
In the presented algorithm four basic transformations are used:
-key addition, -bytes substitution,
-shift rows, -mix columns.
These transformations are the basis of entire high-level structure [4] , [17] .
Key expansion scheme
Let K M be the main key of encryption and (K 1 , K 2 , . . . , K m ) are the round keys that are generated by the key expansion scheme.
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The cipher is based on an SP network similar to the AES cipher
where Figure 3 . The algorithm contains all those transformations that are used in the encryption cipher. This reduces implementation complexities because all basic operations are the same. 
SECURITY ESTIMATION OF SPN-BASED BLOCK CIPHER
The intermediate value can be computed by the following formulas:
where iν is a constant which reduces symmetry in the round keys.
Generation of round keys can be formalized with next expression:
where tmν i are constants. For each round this value must be unique and must have the low computational complexity (e.g., a simple shift by a few positions). General algorithm for the round keys generation is represented in Figure 4 [4], [17] . In the above scheme ( Figure 4 ) the transformations similar to the scheme of computation K t and the encryption scheme are used. This reduces the complexity of implementation. According to [10] the scheme has several properties, DMYTRO KAIDALOV -ROMAN OLIYNYKOV -OLEKSANDR KAZYMYROV such as:
1. One-way mapping: having an encryption key it is very easy to generate round keys, but having one or more round keys it is computationally very difficult to retrieve the encryption key or another round key.
2. Non-linear dependence between each bit of encryption key.
3. Statistical properties of the key schedule were verified by the NIST statistical test suite.
4. Simple implementation (based on the cipher round transformations only), good key agility and possibility to generate round keys in direct and reverse order with the same computational complexity.
The encryption scheme
The encryption transformation is almost the same as in the AES algorithm. A general scheme for 128-bit version of the cipher is represented in Figure 5 . Addition of keys K 0 and K 10 is performed by modulo 2
64
. In other cases the XOR operation is used [4] , [17] .
It is easily to see that the cipher is based on a classic SP network. The same structure is used in the key expansion algorithm for simplification of the implementation. 
The algorithm for estimation of the number of active
bytes for related-key attacks
The method for cipher security estimation
To prove the security of an encryption algorithm against related-key attacks it is needed to find the best differential characteristic. The best characteristic has as few active bytes as possible. So, to find the best differential characteristic the amount of active bytes, which will be used during its construction, should be counted. An active byte is a non-zero byte difference that passes through the substitution table. As it was mentioned above, a substitution of bytes is a non-linear mapping. It means that the output difference is not possible to predict with probability 1 and an attacker has to select a right pair satisfying each active substitution. If the amount of active bytes exceeds some boundary value the cipher can be considered as secure with respect to key-related attack, because the complexity becomes higher than the complexity of the brute force attack on the cipher. The boundary value depends on the size of cipher block and the size of encryption key.
The best differential characteristic can be found by searching among all possible input differences. This can be done automatically by special software. In the next sections the search in reasonable time for the 128-bit version of the cipher is shown.
The algorithm for counting active bytes
As it was mentioned before, the best differential characteristic (with the fewest amount of active bytes) can be found by searching among all possible input differences. For each characteristic the amount of active bytes after the key expansion scheme and all rounds of encryption should be counted. The proposed algorithm is considered for the 128-bit version of the cipher, but it can be extended for larger blocks as well as other ciphers.
Let us consider an example to compute a differential characteristic for the evaluation of K t . As it was mentioned before, K t is an intermediate key that is computed in the key expansion scheme. A general scheme for computation of a differential trail is represented in Figure 6 .
The following notions were used in Figure 6 :
iν -the difference of initial vectors (always equal to zero); K M -master key of encryption (which is needed to be expanded);
SB -sub bytes (bytes substitution using substitution tables); SR -shift rows;
MC -mix columns.
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In the example ( Figure 6 ) three rounds (from left to right) of K t computation are shown. Input data is a difference of the encryption key K M . Then it is shown how this difference changes by different transformations. The amount of active bytes is the most interesting information. In the above example this value is equals to 4 for the first round, 1 for the second round and 12 for the third round. In general there are 17 active bytes.
It should be mentioned that in linear transformations the made decision was based on the best case for the cryptanalyst. For example, the difference after MC has such value that addition with the key K M gives collision in the second round.
A general description
For the 128-bit version case an automatic algorithm for counting active bytes can be implemented. In the proposed method the entire column is under control instead of separate bytes. As it was mentioned in Section 3, the state of the cipher is represented as a byte matrix. Each column of the matrix consists of 8 bytes. Thus the 128-bit cipher has two columns. In the automatic searching algorithm the amount of active bytes in columns is counted without their exact positions. This algorithm considerably reduces the complexity. The accuracy of the result decreases, because the found trails may not really exist. Such trails cut down the amount of active bytes, which leads to the minimum value. If the amount
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of active bytes does not exceed a theoretical bound, then the cipher is resistant against related-key attacks. Figure 7 presents an example of a differential trail for K t computation scheme. The non-zero numbers (i.e., active bytes) are recalculated after each transformation. This example gives 3 active bytes in each round and 9 active bytes in total. In order to make it more understandable in the next sections each transformation is described in details.
Key addition
The key addition operation is performed as follows: a value of a state column is subtracted from a value of the corresponding column of a key state. Then an absolute value of the result is taken. Some examples are given in Figure 8 . It is assumed that non-zero bytes have such positions and values that collisions occur. It means that it is the best case for the cryptanalyst. That is why the amount of active bytes can be lower than in real situation.
Byte substitution
The byte substitution transformation does not change the amount of non-zero bytes. The value is always constant before and after the transformation. Nevertheless, this transformation is very important, because the security level of the cipher depends on the amount of non-zero bytes that are passed through the substitution tables. The more secure a cipher is, the more active bytes it has.
Shift rows
The operation of shifting bytes in 128-bit version of the cipher is depicted in Figure 9 . The last 4 bytes of the left and right column are replaced. A challenging problem here is how many bytes should be shifted from one column to another. This problem was solved as follows: all possible variants of shifting were taking into account. It means that the differential trail can be branched. It takes a lot of computational resources, because in each round new branches appear and the amount of these independent branches is growing exponentially.
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An example of the shift rows transformation with branches is given in Figure 10 . The above example (Figure 10) shows that the state (0; 2) has three independent branches. All of these three branches must be taken into account while finding the best differential trail. Table 3 represents the amount of alternatives for the shift rows operation. 
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The total amount of branches after the shift rows transformation will not exceed the product of possible shifts of the left column and the right column. For example, if the left column has 3 non-zero bytes and the right column has 4 non-zero bytes, then the amount of branches for this transformation is 4×5 = 20.
Mix columns
Mixing in columns is performed as the product of column and a fixed matrix. Unlike the previous one this transformation does not create new branches. The main property of the mix columns transformation is the sum of non-zero bytes on the input and the output cannot be less than 9:
There is an exception when the column has no active bytes. In this situation both input and output are without active bytes. In the developed algorithm the best case for the cryptanalyst (N in + N out = 9) is taken. Several examples of how Mix Columns works are represented in Figure 11 . 
The description of results
The minimal secure threshold for estimated cipher is 26 active bytes. This value is obtained from the next equation:
where 2 −128 is the probability to break the cipher with the brute force attack, 2 −5 is the maximum probability that an input difference maps to the output difference. Therefore, for 26 active bytes the entire complexity to break the cipher is 2
−130
, which is more than the complexity of the brute force attack. The practical experiments gave the best differential trail for the 128-bit version of the cipher. This trail has 27 active bytes. The results for each round are represented in Table 4 . Figure 12 . K t computation. Table 4 shows that the differential trail in the main encryption loop is iterative and only 1 active byte is added to the total number. The more detailed description follows.
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The stage of computing K t is given in Figure 12 . This figure depicts the found differential trail for all 3 rounds. The difference of initial states is equal to (0; 0) and the difference of encryption keys is equal to (1; 6).
In Figure 13 all rounds of the key expansion scheme are represented. The key difference is equal to the output difference of the K t computation (i.e., (0; 7)). To receive (1; 1) the difference of the master key (i.e., (1; 6)) was subtracted from the (0; 7) as defined in Section 4.4.2. In Figure 14 ten rounds of the main encryption loop are represented. At this stage the input state can be chosen randomly. To decrease the number of active bytes the input state (0; 6) was taken. According to the previous stage all round keys are equal to (0; 7). The final result is the differential trail with 27 active bytes. The theoretical threshold value for this version of the cipher is equal to 26 active bytes. As it was mentioned before the obtained value is the minimum amount of the active bytes that can be achieved. Practically the number of non-zero bytes in the best differential trail can be higher.
The main property of the searching algorithm is that the exact trail cannot be found, but one can prove that the encryption algorithm is resistant against related-key attacks. In particular, if the number of active bytes is greater than or equal to the threshold then it is impossible to find a differential trail that can be used in an differential attack.
The complexity of algorithm
The input values to the algorithm are various values of differences of master keys (it is a stage of the K t computation). The algorithm was built in such a way that it controls 2 columns. c -the number of columns in the cipher state; N i -the number of branches for each column (according to Table 3 ).
For example, if the current state of the cipher is (3; 4), then there are no more that 4 × 5 = 20 independent branches after Shift Rows.
The algorithm searches among all possible input text differences. On average, each column makes 3 different branches. It means that there are 9 different branches for one round. This transformation contributes most to the total complexity, because it is performed in each round. The amount of branches can be computed by the following formula
N DC -the total amount of branches;
c -the number of columns in the cipher state; r -the number rounds;
N ij -the amount of branches for each column for one round (according to Table 3 ).
Filtering of bad characteristics reduces the complexity of the algorithm. A bad characteristic is a characteristic, which exceeds a threshold value of active bytes. So if the number of active bytes in a differential trails reach the theoretical value (or a predefined constant), then it is dropped. It considerably simplifies the computation.
The general formula to compute the complexity of the proposed algorithm is stated below:
Using this formula the total complexity for the 128-bit version of the cipher can be computed. There are 15 rounds (5 rounds of the key expansion scheme and 10 rounds of the main encryption loop). The calculation for the 128-bit version of the cipher is represented below:
The complexity impossible to reached in practice. But it can be considerably reduced by the filtering idea. The minimal value for the 128-bit version of the cipher is 27-this is minimal amount of active bytes, which was set as a threshold.
On a quad core system with an AMD Phenom 3.2 GHz processor the proposed algorithm worked for about 10 minutes to find the differential trail described in Section 4.3.
Conclusions
The method for security estimation of a prospective SPN-based cipher against related-key attacks is presented in this paper. The new cipher is based on the AES construction with a redesigned key schedule to provide protection against such type of attack. The cipher was proposed to the public competition of block cipher selection to be a prototype during development of the Ukrainian standard.
The calculation of the amount of active bytes is the core of the proposed method. Unlike the algorithm of Biryukov and Nikolic, which controls each byte of a state, the presented algorithm tracks the entire column without the knowledge of exact positions of these bytes. This approach decreases the complexity of computations and reduces the influence of high branching mentioned in [11] .
The developed method can show the existence of differential characteristics that can lead to the key recovery attack with the complexity lower than the complexity of brute force attack. The calculation of the complexity for the proposed method is presented. This method with the direct application has a high computational complexity, which is about O = 2 90 for the 128-bit version of the cipher. The proposed optimization to reduce the complexity is based on the dynamic elimination of differential trails that reach a threshold value of active bytes. The optimized algorithm that was implemented in C++ takes about 10 minutes to find the best known differential trail for the 128-bit version of the cipher.
Thus, the proposed method gives an analytic proof of the security of block ciphers regarding related-key attacks. It was shown that the 128-bit version of the cipher does not have a differential characteristic that can lead to the key recovery attack with complexity lower than the complexity of the brute force attack.
This method can be extended to different variants of block size and key lengths of the proposed cipher as well as to other block ciphers with the similar structure.
